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Dual-language immersion education turns 5 in Campbell County

By CARY LITTLEJOHN NEWS RECORD WRITER clittlejohn@gillettenewsrecord.net

Jan 30, 2021

From outside the front doors, one could not tell there was anything
unique about the education happening inside Rawhide and Stocktrail
elementary schools.

Inside is a di�erent story.

On a Friday afternoon, �rst graders at Rawhide worked in �ve groups
around a classroom in nine-minute chunks of time. A few of them
said “hola” when principal Bertine Bahige walked into the room. Some
groups worked independently. A small blonde girl, seemingly
�ummoxed by the assignment on her iPad, could be heard muttering,
“ay yi yi.” A teacher and assistant oversaw students in two of the
groups.
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Lucia Fernandez was teaching how to tell time, never saying a word in
English. It was a prime example of how students are not simply
learning a language, but are learning content and concepts of another
language.

“¿Que hora es?” the teacher asked while pointing to a clock with hands
drawn in dry-erase marker.

The clock read 7:30, but the student, still new to the concept of telling
time, initially started the answer by saying, “ocho —” before being cut
o� by the teacher, o�ering a correction. The hour hand is close to the
eight, but it hasn’t actually reached it yet, she explained in Spanish.

The student nodded in understanding and reformulated her answer:
“Siete y media.”

“Es correcto, muy bien,” the teacher said. Very good, indeed.

Devin Richter, a �rst grade teacher at Rawhide Elementary School, works with question words while reading a book during story
time in her dual-language classroom Jan. 15.

News Record Photo/Mike Moore
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Two for the price of one

Rawhide and Stocktrail are Campbell County School District’s Dual
Language Immersion (DLI) locations. This means that alongside their
regular sections of kindergarten through sixth grade classes, another
approach to education is happening. Now in its �fth year at Stocktrail
and its third year at Rawhide, students learn half the day in English
and the other half in Spanish.

Bahige and Kerri Shannon, principal at Stocktrail, both pointed out
that dual-language education is not a new concept.

“You can go all the way clear to the 1800s, all the cultures coming to
the U.S., German and how they were trying to keep the primary
languages from where they came from,” Bahige said in a Zoom call.

Shannon highlighted the Coral Way Bilingual K-8 Center in Miami,
Florida, as the nation’s �rst dual-language institution. The school
responded to changing demographics of Miami-Dade County, when
in 1963, amid an in�ux of Cuban immigrants, the school became a
pioneer in bilingual education. In 2002, there were roughly 260 DLI
programs nationally; now, there are more than 2,000, Shannon said.

First grade Spanish artwork hangs on the walls of a Rawhide Elementary School classroom.

News Record Photo/Mike Moore
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“In Gillette, the interest started around 2015,” Bahige said. “Some
people in our community expressed interest because of the program
being so successful in Utah and us being really close to Utah, we
wanted to o�er something like that.”

Bahige said the school district’s
Board of Trustees was
instrumental in bringing the
DLI program to Campbell
County. A task force exploring
the options back around 2015
even took a trip to China when
Mandarin Chinese was one of
the languages being considered.
But a survey of the community
determined that the district
would o�er Spanish, he said.

And so the district did, opening the DLI program at Stocktrail in the
2016-17 academic year with 50 kindergartners and 50 �rst graders. As
interest in the program grew, the district added Rawhide as a second
school. Students are admitted to the program through a lottery
system, the most recent of which was held on Martin Luther King
Day. There are 50 spots at each school for incoming kindergartners.

The earlier the better

That young age is the key to the program’s success.

“Very odd things happen in the brain when you’re learning a language,
especially from a young age,” Shannon said. “You’re just absorbing the
language. It becomes part of your daily learning, but you don’t
understand how you’re learning it.”

First grade student Evelyn Dominguez works at a Spanish-speaking
station at Rawhide Elementary School. Students rotate between
stations throughout the class period.

News Record Photo/Mike Moore
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It’s not that the way second languages are being taught to the rest of
the district’s students in high school is ine�ective. It’s just
fundamentally di�erent as the brain ages.

“When you get to high school, you’re like, ‘I know what that says in
English, but how do I do that in Spanish?’” Shannon said. “Our
secondary language programs are great; I learned through one of
those. But it’s much easier for kids to learn a second language when
they’re young. When they do that, the synapses in the brain start
shooting a little di�erently.”

The extra stimulation seems to push the students academically. Alicia
Sifuentes, the English-speaking half of Stocktrail’s �fth grade DLI

Bailey Santoyo raises her hand to provide the Spanish word depicted on a projector image in Cristina Mina's second grade
classroom at Rawhide Elementary School Jan. 15.

News Record Photo/Mike Moore
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teachers, talked about how hungry the students are for new learning.

“It’s not so much instruction,” Sifuentes said. “It’s more, ‘Here you go,’
and they just �y o� the handle with it. They take things so many
di�erent directions. I just haven’t seen that from a �fth grade
perspective.

“I usually have sixth graders, and these kids are way above where they
need to be, which is wonderful.”

She said she’s even had to introduce her students to seventh and
eighth grade materials because “they pick things up so quickly, so I just
have to keep feeding them more and more.”

Rawhide Elementary School �rst grade teacher Lucia Fernandez, from left, works with Madilynn Brady, Hyrum Olsen and Emily
Schermetzler during a Spanish-speaking exercise Jan. 15.

News Record Photo/Mike Moore
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The immersive part of the program allows students’ brains to simply
soak in the language with the prolonged exposure and repetition that
many easily take for granted when learning a primary language. The
beauty of immersion is found in how the students don’t even register
that they’re learning another language.

“Their parents ask them, ‘Do you know how to go to the bathroom?’”
Shannon said. “And the kids will say, ‘no, I don’t know what to say.’
But then the kids say it. It just shows the way the brain — it
understands and it’s able to do it without actually processing. They’re
not translating.”

Jaclynn McKinney is one of those parents. Her daughter is a �rst
grader at Rawhide.

After the �rst week of school, McKinney said her daughter came
home rattling o� her numbers up to 10 in Spanish.

“We took her to Los Compadres, we walked in and they asked us, in
Spanish, how many people and said hello, and my daughter replied
back to her in Spanish,” McKinney said. The server “was just shocked.
She called over some of her co-workers, and she was like, ‘Oh my
gosh, she speaks Spanish!’

“Then they were speaking Spanish to my daughter and they were
going back and forth. They were just amazed because my daughter is
so fair-skinned, blonde hair and blue eyes; it just shocked them.”

McKinney said the DLI program just made sense. It was an
opportunity she hadn’t been given when she was a young student.
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“With the way the world is changing, my husband and I both thought
it would be great for our daughter to know how to speak another
language, for her to graduate with a working knowledge of Spanish,”
she said. “We just thought that would be an amazing bene�t for her.”

A bright future

The program is still in its early years, and the challenges are numerous
for the principals at their schools.

“It’s important to understand that we have regular sections in our
buildings,” Bahige said. “Creating this synchronicity between those
two worlds and still creating one uni�ed school. ... It presents its
challenges. It’s something that we are constantly working on.”

First graders Hyrum Olsen, from left, and Emily Schermetzler listen intently to Rawhide Elementary School �rst grade teacher
Lucia Fernandez in a Spanish-speaking exercise Jan. 15.

News Record Photo/Mike Moore
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Beyond trying to keep two distinct educational models coexisting
peacefully under the same roof, there are practical di�culties unique
to the DLI program. Many are logistical, as they employ teachers from
Spain, as part of an agreement between the district and Spain’s
Ministry of Education.

“Many of our teachers often arrive here a couple weeks before school
starts,” Bahige said. “Dr. Shannon and I have to make sure that we
have a place for them, a hosting family, for a short period of time as
soon as they arrive; make sure that they resources that they’re going to
need; get them connected to apartments; connect them with a bank;
connect them with the ability to purchase a vehicle.”

Luna Hand grabs supplies before joining classmates in Greta Meyer’s �rst grade class for a Spanish-speaking exercise at Stocktrail
Elementary School Jan. 15.
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There are often visa issues that have to be sorted out by the district
and the U.S. State Department. There’s turnover to worry about. Just
as teachers get fully in the groove of a particular school, their limited-
stay work visas expire, and they have to return to Spain.

Cristina Mina, the second grade teacher at Rawhide, is in her �rst year
at the school and her �rst year in the country. She arrived in Gillette
from Spain in August.

“It was very easy from the beginning, because everyone at the school
was helping a lot,” Mina said. “I was, to be honest, very lost at the
beginning.”

For Mina, the experience of teaching in a new place is just as foreign
as the language she’s teaching to her students. It’s an adventure for
both parties.

“To be honest, I didn’t know anything about Gillette before I arrived,
but I’m very happy I came here,” she said.

Since the oldest students in the program are now in the �fth grade,
Bahige and Shannon have had a while to consider what the students
would do after they leave the two DLI schools. They are in the process
of �nalizing a plan, the details of which they’d prefer to reveal to their
students’ parents �rst, but the general idea is simple: The students
from both schools will be funneled to the same junior high school and
high school after that, allowing them all to continue their studies
together.

The plan would see students in seventh and eight grades take a
Spanish culture class, through one of the social studies courses like
world cultures or world geography, in Spanish. They also would get

News Record Photo/Mike Moore
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Spanish language classes that are now being taught at the high school
level. By the time the students reached high school, they would have
the opportunity to take some Advanced Placement classes in Spanish.

After the district sorts out the details with the University of
Wyoming, the hope is students will enter college with roughly 20
college credits in Spanish, very near the threshold for a minor in the
language. The opportunities these language skills will open up for
students are expected to keep pace with a changing future, whether in
the form of accelerated college advancement in language or job-
readiness after college in bilingual settings.

Though still years away before fully realized, the promise of that
future is perhaps best summed up by a Stocktrail third grader who
told the story of holding her own when talking with exchange
students and upper-division Spanish students from the high school.

“You speak more Spanish than the kids in my class,” the high school
Spanish teacher told the third grader.

Bertine Bahige speaks from experience

Bertine Bahige, principal of Rawhide Elementary, speaks Spanish.
This, perhaps, is to be expected for the leader of one the Campbell
County School Districts two dual-language immersion schools, where
students in the program learn half of their day completely in Spanish
and the other half in English.

But Bahige doesn’t only speak Spanish. He doesn’t only speak Spanish
and English. In fact, those were languages Bahige came to later in life.
He grew up in the Democratic Republic of Congo, where Swahili was
spoken in the home. It was a French colony, so his schooling was
conducted in French. He learned English when he came to the United
States. He also knows Porteguese and Italian.
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Cary Littlejohn

The Spanish skills he picked up late in life were made possible by the
early exposure he had to multiple languages, he said.

“Being able to learn English was because of having the strong biliteracy
in the other two languages," he said. "That’s a good example of what
bilingualism can do to somebody, that you can pick up your third or
fourth language much easier because of that positive impact that it has
on the brain and the malleability of your brain.

"When I was doing it, I did not know the science of it,” he continued.
“I grew up in that environment where there were multiple languages
spoken and exposed to that. And now in this position, I understand
why it was so easy to pick up other languages. And that’s what this
program o�ers to students.”
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